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Abstract: Hollow-Core Anti-Resonant Fiber (HC-ARF) shows promising applications. Nevertheless,
there has been a persistent problem when it comes to all-fiber integration due to a lack of
HC-ARF-based fiber components. In response to this remaining challenge, we investigate a reliable,
versatile and efficient method to convert an HC-ARF into a fiber filter. By locally heating an HC-ARF
with a CO2 laser, the fiber structure becomes deformed, and cladding capillaries shrink to produce a
thicker wall. This process is analogous to “writing” a new fiber with a thicker wall on the original fiber,
resulting in creating new high loss regions in the original transmission bands. Thus, the construction
of a fiber filter is realized by “writing” a new fiber on the original fiber. The feasibility of this method
is confirmed through experiments, adopting both one- and two-layer HC-ARF. The HC-ARF-based
fiber filters are found to have transmission spectra consistent with simulation prediction. Both band
pass and band reject fiber filters with more than a 20-dB extinction ratio are obtainable without
extra loss. Thus, an in-fiber HC-ARF filter is demonstrated by the CO2 writing process. Its versatile
approach promises controlled band selection and would find interesting applications to be discussed.
Keywords: fiber filters; hollow core fibers; anti-resonant; photonic crystal fibers; fabrication

1. Introduction
Since the first theoretical demonstration in 1995 [1], Hollow-Core Photonic Crystal Fibers
(HC-PCFs), as a remarkable breakthrough in fiber optics, have made it possible to guide light in
the air core. This unique guiding property promises the potentials of achieving a higher damage
threshold, lower Rayleigh scattering, lower material absorption and lower nonlinearity as compared to
conventional fibers [2]. Hence, HC-PCFs have promising applications in areas of high power/ultrafast
beam delivery [3], pulse compression [4] and communication systems [5], to name a few. One type of
HC-PCFs is Hollow-Core Photonic Bandgap Fibers (HC-PBGFs), the record loss of which is 1.2 dB/km
at 1.62 µm [6]. The HC-PBGF typically has a relatively narrow transmission band. The other type
of HC-PCF is the so-called Hollow-Core Anti-Resonant Fibers (HC-ARFs), the guiding property
relies of which on the combination of anti-resonance and inhibited coupling to low density of states
cladding modes [7,8]. The HC-ARF has received ever-increasing interest thanks to its multiple
broad transmission bands [7,9], simple and flexible cladding structures [10–13] and relatively low
transmission loss [8,14–16]. The HC-ARFs show promising prospects in applications such as delivering
light with a wide spectral range from ultra violet to mid-infrared [17,18], an optofluidic system [19,20]
and light gas interaction [21]. Despite the unique properties of hollow core fibers, their connectivity to
conventional fiber components is inefficient due to the mismatch of numerical aperture, as well as core
size. As a result, most of the HC-ARF-based optical systems rely on free space optical components that
hinder the wide uptake of hollow core fibers at the system level.
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An alternative to the attempt of connecting hollow core fibers to solid fiber-based components
is to develop HC-ARF-based fiber components. Such hollow core-based components definitely
facilitate the simplification of the HC-ARF-based optical system. To date, the reported works on
hollow-core fiber-based components are limited, with most of them focusing on fiber couplers [22–24].
Fiber filters, on the one hand, comprise one of the most important fiber-based components that allows
the transmission of certain wavelengths [25,26]. Nonetheless, the realization of hollow core-based
filters has not yet been demonstrated. In fact, HC-ARFs are of great potential to be fiber filters on
account of the core wall thickness-dependent transmission wavelengths and transmission bandwidth.
Combining HC-ARFs with different core wall thicknesses will enable customization of the actual
transmission bands.
In this work, we report a reliable, flexible and efficient method to process HC-ARFs into fiber
filters. By locally heating an HC-ARF with a CO2 laser, the fiber structure becomes deformed, and
cladding capillaries shrink to have thicker walls. This process is analogous to “writing” a new fiber with
a thicker wall on the original fiber, resulting in creating new high loss regions (resonant wavelengths)
in the original transmission bands. Thus, the control of the transmission wavelengths of the fiber filter
is realized by controlling the wall thickness “written” on the original fiber. Furthermore, this method
is able to integrate an in-line fiber filter into an HC-ARF without extra loss and is promising in many
HC-ARF-based applications, which are also discussed.
2. Methods
As depicted in Figure 1a, the HC-ARF is composed of one layer of capillaries that surrounds
the hollow region to form an anti-resonant guidance. The nodeless cladding and negative curvature
of the core-cladding boundary are two critical features of HC-ARF that significantly reduce the fiber
loss [13,27,28]. The HC-ARF fabricated by the stack and draw technique [9,29] has a good structure, as
presented in Figure 1b. Among all the geometric parameters, the most important parameters are core
diameter D, capillary size p and capillary wall thickness t. While both D and p relate to the fiber loss, t
is the only geometric parameter that determines the transmission wavelengths. Transmission bands of
HC-ARFs are determined by the resonant wavelengths. Resonant wavelengths are the central wavelength
of high loss regions, and a low loss transmission band exists between every adjacent high loss region.
The m-th order resonant wavelength, λm , can be calculated from the following equation [30]:

λm =

2t ×

q

n2 2 − n21

m

, m = 1, 2, 3...

(1)

where t is the wall thickness, n2 is the refractive index of cladding material and n1 is the refractive index
of core material. In the case of silica-based air core fiber, we set n2 = 1.45 and n1 = 1.00. The low loss
region between the m-th and (m + 1)-th resonant wavelengths is called the m-th transmission band.

Figure 1. (a) Schematic diagram of the cross-sectional view of a negative curvature HC-ARF (Hollow-Core
Anti-Resonant Fiber). t is the capillary wall thickness; p is the capillary outer diameter; and D is the core
diameter. (b) HC-ARF fabricated by the stack and draw method that produces a good structure.
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The second and third transmission bands of HC-ARFs with different wall thicknesses are studied
by simulation. The results are calculated by a vector wave expansion method using the open source
software Polymode [31]. As shown in Figure 2a, combing a fiber (t = 1.0 µm) to another fiber
possessing a thicker wall (t = 1.1 µm) leads to the narrowing of transmission bands. We define the
transmission band when its CL is below 3 dB/m. If the wall thickness difference between the fibers
becomes larger (e.g., t = 1.0 µm and t = 1.2 µm), the (m + 1)-th transmission band of the thick-wall
fiber can overlap with the m-th transmission band of the thin-wall fiber, resulting in multiple and
narrow transmission bands (see Figure 2b).
Although combing HC-ARFs with different t can narrow the transmission bands, it is inefficient
and troublesome to fabricate multiple HC-ARFs with different wall thicknesses and to splice them
together. Instead, it makes more sense to process a piece of uniform fiber to have varied wall thicknesses
along its axis. To achieve this, a CO2 laser-assisted glass processing stage (LZM-100 from Fujikura Ltd.,
Tokyo, Japan) is used to process the fiber. As illustrated in Figure 3a, a piece of HC-ARF is loaded
onto two fiber holders. During the fiber processing, both holders rotate at the same speed to ensure
symmetric heating. In parallel, the holders longitudinally move at the same traveling speed toward
the same direction in order to avoid any twist or stretch. A section of the HC-ARF is locally heated by
the CO2 laser with tunable power P. Under the CO2 laser treatment, the exposed section undergoes
shrinkage due to surface tension, resulting in increasing wall thickness. The wall thickness of the
processed fiber is controllable by adjusting the laser power P. Hence, uniform modification of wall
thickness is achievable by moving the laser exposure along the fiber axis, as illustrated in Figure 3b.

Figure 2. Simulated second and third transmission bands of HC-ARFs with different t. Roman
numerals mark the hybrid transmission bands of HC-ARFs with: (a) t = 1.0 µm and t = 1.1 µm;
(b) t = 1.0 µm and t = 1.2 µm. In all cases, D = 30.0 µm, p = 24.0 µm.
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Figure 3. (a) Schematic diagram of the HC-ARF processing, r1 = r2 = 50 rpm, v1 = v2 = 0.5 µm/ms;
heating is realized with a CO2 laser. (b) During the process, the HC-ARF undergoes structural
deformation, yielding a thicker wall. L is the length of the processed fiber.

3. Results and Discussion
A 17-cm HC-ARF, Fiber #1 (please, see Figure 4), was processed with the aforementioned method
under different heating powers. The original fiber (Fiber #1) had a wall thickness t = 1.40 µm and a core
diameter D = 31.2 µm, while the wall thickness of the processed fiber increased to be 1.49 µm (Fiber #2,
processed with 19.2 W of heating power) and 1.63 µm (Fiber #3, processed with 20.1 W of heating power),
respectively. As predicted, under high temperature, capillaries shrunk to induce a thicker wall due to
surface tension. Transmission spectra of different fiber combinations were also measured, as shown in
Figure 4. Resonant wavelengths of Fiber #2 and Fiber #3 were calculated and marked with blue and red
dashed lines, respectively. As demonstrated by the measured transmission spectra, writing a new fiber
on the original fiber by the CO2 laser introduced a new high loss region (extra resonant band), realizing
a selective transmission/rejection in-fiber filter. We noticed that the writing process did not introduce
any significant extra loss. Besides the controllability, the reproducibility of the proposed method was also
verified as the fibers processed under the same CO2 laser power showed similar transmission spectra.

Figure 4. Transmission spectra of different fiber combinations. Fiber #1: unprocessed fiber, t = 1.40 µm,
D = 31.2 µm; Fiber #2: processed under P = 19.2 W, t = 1.49 µm, D = 33.2 µm; Fiber #3: processed
under P = 20.1 W, t = 1.63 µm, D = 36.5 µm. Resonant wavelengths of Fiber #1, Fiber #2 and Fiber #3
are calculated from Equation (1) and marked with dashed black lines, dashed blue lines and dashed
red lines respectively.
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More interestingly, as both t and D were changed, the dispersion curve of the fiber significantly
shifted. As shown in Figure 5a, the Effective Refractive Index (ERI) curves were obtained by fitting
the simulation values (solid dots), then the Group Velocity Dispersion (GVD) curves were calculated
from the ERI curves, as shown in Figure 5b. As the fiber structure was changed from #1–#3, the zero
dispersion wavelength shifted from around 860 nm to around 1000 nm. The change of the core size
was responsible for this dispersion curve transformation [4]. Therefore, the proposed method also has
promising prospects in applications relying on dispersion control, especially in pulse compression.

Figure 5. (a) Effective refractive index and (b) GVD (Group Velocity Dispersion) curve of both Fiber #1
and #3. In (a), the dots plot the simulation values, while the solid curves are quintic functions, which
fit the simulation values.

The method is also applicable to a multiple layer HC-ARF, as evidenced by the results in Figure 6.
The two-layer structure responded to the CO2 laser writing process to introduce an additional rejection
band. As indicated in both Figures 4 and 6, implementing a new single different wall thickness for
an existing HC-ARF can made band reject filters. Here, we also demonstrate a band pass filter by
introducing multiple different wall thicknesses into an original HC-ARF. The procedure is described
in Figure 7. We used a two-layer HC-ARF as a pristine fiber. A section of 7 cm in the 25 cm-long
pristine fiber (Fiber #4) was written under exposure power P = 19.4 W. Its corresponding transmission
is present in the blue curve in Figure 7. Subsequently, another section of the same length was written
by the lower power of P = 18.7 W to decrease the number of transmission bands (red line in Figure 7).
The final fiber had limited transmission bands and worked more like a band pass filter with low excess
loss, but 20-dB high extinction ratio.

Figure 6. Transmission spectra of different fiber combinations. Fiber #4: unprocessed fiber, t = 1.97 µm;
Fiber #5: processed under P = 18.9 W, t = 2.09 µm; Fiber #6: processed under P = 19.8 W, t = 2.21 µm.
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Figure 7. Schematic diagram illustrating the steps to make an HC-ARF-based band pass filter.
As multiple different wall thicknesses are “written” into the original HC-ARF, the transmission bands
are greatly narrowed.

The demonstrated HC-ARF-based filter could find interesting applications such as pump and
signal wavelength separation in a gas-/liquid-filled HC-ARF system. HC-ARFs have been adopted to
demonstrate excellent cavities for gas Raman generation and optofluidic systems [19,20] in which for
both cases, free space optical filters were selected to filter out the excitation beam. Alternatively, by
simply processing the HC-ARF with the method proposed in this work, an HC-ARF-based optical
filter can be seamlessly written into the system without extra loss, as illustrated in Figure 8. This would
be one step closer to an all-fiberized hollow core fiber system.

Figure 8. This schematic diagram shows the working principle of the HC-ARF-based filter in
gas-/liquid-filled optical systems.

4. Conclusions
HC-ARFs with uniform wall thickness thave multiple and broad transmission bands. We have
shown that writing a different wall thickness HC-ARF is feasible by using a CO2 laser-based glass
process stage. Consequently, the written HC-ARF exhibits the AND operation of two transmission
characteristics defined by the written and the pristine HC-ARFs’ wall thicknesses. In addition,
we demonstrated multiple chained AND operations by writing various wall thickness HC-ARFs
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in series along the fiber axis. On the basis of this principle, a novel method has also been proposed and
demonstrated to convert HC-ARFs into in-fiber filters. The HC-ARF filter fabricated by this method
benefits from low excess loss, easy integration with the HC-ARF-based system and controllable
transmission/rejection wavelengths. We have also suggested a potential application of such fiber
filters toward an all-fiberized HC-ARF system.
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